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Hungary’s wine industry goes from strength to strength with the help of strict 
legislation and investment advice from Australia and western Europe. Akos 
Kamocsay, the chief winemaker at Hilltop winery, is referred to as a ‘top 
Hungarian winemaker’  by Oz Clarke which goes to show its not only us who 
appreciate these fresh, bright and affordable wines from the Via Fordulo range.Hungary
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Red Wine
5614910 Merlot, Via Fordulo, Szekszárd SC C 2011/12

Plenty of juicy raspberry and crisp cherry fruit jostle for position over an attractive herby background.  
A touch of spicy oak rounds off the hedgerow character. 13.5%vol

Rosé Wine
5614900 Merlot Rosé, Via Fordulo, Szekszárd SC 3 2012/13

A vibrant, fresh and brightly fruity rosé with masses of red summer fruit flavours. Top notes of strawberry, 
raspberry and currant give a very pleasing just-off-dry style. 12.5%vol

5616080 Pinot Grigio Rosé, Via Fordulo, Azar Neszmély SC 2 2012/13

Elegant and dry but still packed with bright red fruit. Very nice and zesty with a peach character to add a 
little weight. Rich, fruity and refreshingly crisp it over-delivers. 11%vol

White Wine
5616090 Pinot Grigio, Via Fordulo, Azar Neszmély SC 2 2012/13

Aromatic with a gently floral fruitiness, it is medium bodied with a fine, racy style. Plenty of apple blossom 
notes with fresh fruit character. A great versatile all-rounder. 12.5%vol

5614930 Riesling, Via Fordulo, Mór SC 4 2012/13

These grapes give a truly exotic, tropical style a million miles from their German counterparts. Medium dry 
and rich with a racy edge, a very modern citrussy Riesling. 12.5%vol

5614920 Sauvignon Blanc, Via Fordulo, Azar Neszmély SC 1 2012/13

An absolutely classic Sauvignon from the Hilltop Neszmély. Wonderfully herby with fresh-cut-grass flavours 
and a crisp, citrus character. Light and very refreshing. 13%vol

Dessert Wine
5608220 Tokaji Aszu 5 Puttonyos, Tokaj  -  50cl Bottle 8 2001/02

Legendary sweet wine of Hungary, tasting of orange marmalade, linseed and caramel. Partners pâté and foie 
gras, as well as chocolate desserts no other sweet wine can tackle. 11.5%vol
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